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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 262 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Coming Together: Pro Bono is collection of
erotic fiction to benefit the Dear Author Legal Defense Fund. In September 2014, the popular review
blog Dear Author published a post detailing issues involving Elloras Cave, a renowned pioneer in the
genre of erotic romance. The information provided (much of it a matter of public record) did not
portray Elloras Cave in a favorable light. Elloras Cave reacted by filing a defamation suit against
Dear Author and its owner. Soon thereafter, a crowdfunding campaign was created by Smart
Btches to collect donations for the legal defense of Dear Author. Dear Author has stated that any
contributions in excess of the amount needed for legal expenses will be donated to the Society of
Professional Journalists Legal Defense Fund (spj. orgldf. asp). CONTENTS: Introduction (Barry
Eisler) Passive Aggressive Corporate Sex (Daniel Burnell) Blue Heaven (Robert Buckley) Tomorrows
Much Too Long (Solace Ames) On the Fly (Lynn Townsend) Recycled Dreams (Lefty McGee) Jack
(Leigh Ellwood) Recognition (Salome Wilde and Talon Rihai) I Live for It (Peach Robidoux) Aim to
Please (Beth Wylde) Innocent Caress (Lefty...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea Hintz
Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
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